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Extremophiles: nature’s
hardiest survivors
n Richard Scott – Editor, Personal Care

The Earth sits in what is known as the
‘Goldilocks Zone’ of the solar system. This
means that our planet is at the right
distance from its star to allow liquid water 
in most places, which is considered a key
ingredient to create and support life. 

However, although we inhabit a planet
that in many ways offers incredibly
comfortable living conditions, there are
parts of it which are extremely inhospitable,
and up until recent years were actually
thought to be uninhabitable. And there is
good reason for lifeforms to try to come to
terms with these conditions. In the fight for
existence, the fewer competitors and
predators there are around you, the better
your chances are; and so evolutionary
pressures have ensured that even in the
most unlikely of habitats, life on Earth has
continued to flourish.

The plants and animals that exist under
extreme conditions are grouped under the
term ‘extremophiles’. These include
organisms that exist in extremes of acid,
heat, cold, salt, and atmospheric pressures,
and each organism represents a fascinating
research source for scientists. 

In many cases the extremophiles of
interest are microbes, and have the
potential to be enzyme and protein
factories for industry, producing new
chemistries based on the extremophile’s
unique abilities. The most exciting aspect 
of this research is that science has only
explored the ‘tip of the iceberg’ and there
remains an enormous wealth of potential
for all areas of industry.

Source of life
Covering nearly three-quarters of the
Earth’s surface, the sea is a rich source of
extremophiles. It is important to remember
also that this environment is likely where the
first primitive lifeforms existed and evolved.
Some people even believe that the
existence of extremophiles lends weight to
the argument that life was brought to Earth
by means of a comet or asteroid (the
panspermia theory). 

The pressures exerted on these marine
organisms are indeed extreme, with

enormous ranges of temperature, salinity
and pressure to deal with. Perhaps the most
incredible extremophiles that have so far
been identified are those that live in and
around hydrothermal vents (and their
chillier cousins called ‘cold seeps’). In these
habitats, extremophiles are subjected to
multiple pressures that taken individually
would each qualify them as an
extremophile. The hydrothermal vents
present extremes of heat, pressure and
acidity (due to the minerals emitted). They
are truly wonders of the natural world.

Away from the photic zone (the
shallower areas of the sea that the sun’s rays
still reach), the microbes are forced to use
different systems to provide their energy.
Where sunlight is used to create the
necessary energy for photosynthesis in land

and photic zone plants, chemosynthesis
plays a similar role for deep sea life by
converting carbon dioxide or methane and
nutrients into organic matter.

These incredible organisms have already
helped to provide solutions for a wide
range of industries – from oil extraction to
ice cream manufacturing, so the personal
care industry certainly can hope to benefit
too. 

Biocatalysts 
Much of the success of extremophiles is
due to their ability to produce enzymes
(biocatalysts) under extreme conditions that
typical organisms cannot tolerate. Some of
these enzymes are readily exploitable in
industry and more is being learned about
them every year. 

The sea is a rich source of extemophiles.
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extremophile potential to be found
beneath the waves, it is worth remembering
that plants on terra firma also flourish
despite some incredibly harsh conditions.
One ingredient manufacturer who has taken
advantage of such an extremophile is Swiss
company Mibelle, and in particular with
their PhytoCellTec nunatak ingredient. The
technology is based on stem cells
from Saponaria pumila, a rare flower that
survived the last Ice Age in the Alps. The
plant survived the Ice Age in ice-free areas
at the top of mountains called nunataks.
Although free from ice, these areas still
were subject to freezing temperatures and
high levels of UV, Saponaria pumilia
adapted to the environment via uniquely
effective repair mechanisms and protecting
components which are now the source for
Mibelle’s cosmetic ingredient. 

Mibelle also produces an ingredient
called Snow Algae Powder which is based
on an extract from a type of algae that is
uniquely adapted to exist on glaciers and
permanent snow. And it is in these extreme
environmental conditions that the algae
produce valuable stress response
molecules.

Snow Algae Powder stimulates the gene
Klotho which is implicated in increased
longevity and activates AMPK, which can
be viewed as a master switch in the cellular
defence and energy system. Snow Algae
Powder visibly improves skin structure,
evens the skin tone and reinforces its barrier
function.

The algae are single cells with an
incredible ability to thrive at freezing
temperatures and can be found in Alpine 
or polar climates which harbour permanent
snow. The algae are normally green, but in
early summer when the UV levels increase,
the algae adapt by turning red and
producing more carotenoid pigments than
chlorophyll ones. The production of other
secondary metabolites such as
biopolymers, antifreeze glycoproteins
(AFGPs), stress modifiers and osmotically
active amino acids and sugars also help
these extremophile algae to survive in their
habitat.

Conclusion
Extremophiles represent an opportunity for
the personal care and cosmetic industry to
discover new chemistries that offer cell
protection backed by millions of years of
evolution. Their stories neatly bring
together a range of trends such as naturals,
marine ingredients, sustainability, and skin
protection and challenge perceptions on
the limits of natural, organic power.

As mentioned earlier, we are only at the
tip of the iceberg in terms of fully realising
or even studying all that is out there, so
there is potential for ground-breaking
discoveries for many years to come. Many
of these discoveries will help our industry
find new ways to protect skin and hair
thanks to the incredible abilities of these
tiny microbes to withstand the worst
conditions on the planet. PC

Some uses have already been found in
the cosmetics industry.  The carotenoid
canthaxanthin has been produced via
Haloferax alexandrines and is a primary
ingredient in tanning pills. Haloferax
alexandrines is a highly halophilic (salt
loving) microbe that has been isolated 
from seawater evaporation.

Thermophilic enzymes have been
created from Pyrococcus furiosus. This
species of Archea is actually classed as a
hyperthermophile and has an optimum
growth temperature of 100°C. It has been
used to generate maltoheptaose, which has
utility in the cosmetics industry as a carrier.

Another thermophile, Thermus
thermophilus, has been employed to offer
protection against IR and UV rays by
inhibiting ROS activity. The enzymes are
triggered into action by heat and
immediately get to work scavenging free
radicals.

This thermophile in particular has been
used by Sederma to create their ingredient,
Venuceane. New studies were carried out in
2013 on Venuceane, Sederma’s anti-ageing
active offering protection against Ultraviolet
(UV) damage, and have proven it to
be highly efficient against IR-ageing. 

Representing more than half of the rays
emitted by the sun, our skin is exposed
daily to infrared radiation (IR). Long
considered to be harmless, infrared rays
have now been identified as a major
contributor to photo-damage.

Both UV and IR induce skin damage but
in different ways. Therefore, an efficient IR
protection requires specialised strategies
that Venuceane has successfully
demonstrated. Thanks to an adaptive
response to heat increase (specific to IR
radiation) and the counteraction of IR-
induced ROS production, Venuceane
improves hydration via the protection of 
the mitochondrial integrity, lessens the
inflammatory conditions, and prevents the
denaturation of matrix macromolecules.

Extremolytes
Another key aspect of extremophile survival
are the novel compounds they produce
called extremolytes. These are the
protective substances that ensure cells are
able to withstand the environmental
pressures that typically they would not
tolerate. They stabilise the membranes and
proteins, which make them of great interest
to industry, including the cosmetic and
personal care industry. German ingredient
manufacturer bitop is one company who
has been marketing products that are based
on this technology, including Ectoin, which
is a derivate of an amino acid found in
extremophilic microorganisms in a salt lake.

Extremophiles on land
While there is a huge amount of

A hydrothermal vent.
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